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There is a world, made up of professionally trained men and women, which 

has chosen, by work commitment to work with projects as a choice to grasp 

the changes and demands of the sector it acts and thus has a more agile 

and immediate response capacity.  

The project is a way of thinking that allows those who work there to change 

the path of management by seizing stimuli and ideas that come from the 

direct recipients of the actions. Thinking in this way the project takes on a 

form of operational strategy in which achieving the goal plays a key role.  

As a result, it is in the ability to evaluate the project, the main way to define 

whether the project has achieved its objectives. In our project we have 

implemented forms of verification at each step of the same in order to deliver 

to direct and indirect recipients the appropriate tools to contribute to a 

consistent and meaningful assessment. 

With this guide, we wanted to give other educational institutions and their 

educators an overview of the activities carried out in the school through 

international collaboration of teachers, headmasters, students and families. 

The theme is of those who occasionally make news and talk about 

emergency and in other periods is excluded from any reflection. As is often 

the case with topics that concern children - boys and there are no main 

themes and secondary themes and sometimes it is only our individual 

perception that makes them such. Bullying is one of them. 

Therefore at the end of these two school years, we wanted to return the path 

taken to date, as a tool for others like us to want to continue to experiment 

with forms of work aimed at changing the surrounding reality. 

 

Giuliana Beltramini 

Project Coordinator 

Design for change 
 

Foreword 
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The “BULLYING: I DON’T STAY! YES, TO FRIENDSHIP” project, approved by 

the Italian National Agency INDIRE in the 2017, is an Erasmus+ KA2 project 

about cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices for 

school only, co-funded by the European Union. All partner schools were 

interested in the acquisition of new innovative tools for teaching and learning 

and their implementation.  

The project started on September 2017 and will end on August 31st 2019. 

A first phase of work – school year 2017/2018 - saw the involvement of all 

partner schools in two transnational learning, teaching or training activities 

(TRANSNATIONAL ACTIVITIES in Romania – November 13th - 17th, 2017 and 

in Portugal – March 5th – 9th, 2018).  

The second phase of the project – school year 2018/2019 - saw the 

continuation of the work. All partner schools were involved in three 

transnational learning, teaching or training activities (TRANSNATIONAL 

ACTIVITIES in Poland – October 1st - 5th, 2017, in Portugal – March 18th – 

22nd, 2019 and in Italy - May 13th – 17th, 2019).  

These were held during week-long meetings which each time have had a 

partner institution as a host and which involved a small group of pupils of 

each school.  

During the working days, workshops were organized for students where some 

issues of bullying and cyberbullying were explored (what’s bullying, am I 

being bullied, how I deal with bullies, types of bullying and effects of it, how 

to prevent bullying, how to help a friend being bullied, what’s cyberbullying). 

The project 
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Starting with the identification of some problematic situations and using 

realizations of artistic/literary works, the reflection was stimulated (problem 

solving). Subsequently, guided by the teachers, they worked in group 

(cooperative learning). The activities carried on by identification of bullying 

places and the details of bullies, using the dialogue to solve conflict situations. 

These aspects were used for the creation of products and of scenarios that 

were subsequently interpreted by the children during the outings on the 

territory to acquire photographic material to be included in a leaflet against 

bullying.  
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In relation to the school's anti-bullying policy, the following includes: 

• educate to legality; 

• listen to the child and make him aware of his emotions; 

• involve families in the educational processes and strategies adopted by the 

school. 

 

The aims of the project were: 

- learn methods and forms of work used by each school; 

- get to know the bullying problem, in its specifics and effects, to do prevention 

making public opinion of the students about this problem, to find an appropriate 

solution to this problem; 

- strengthening a sense of social justice to promote confidence and support with 

peers and with the other involved actors;  

- building the abilities to work in a multicultural group, using focus group, circle 

time and cooperative learning; 

- get to know new forms and methods of learning and teaching; 

- creative use of knowledge in different life situations; 

- building motivations for learning through taking part in innovative activities; 

- using modern technologies for learning and for creative activities; 

- building students' digital and media skills and competences to promote active 

citizenship and involvement; 

- building information and critical understanding about digital technology to stop 

cyberbullying, tecno-stress and other dependencies; 

- strengthening the digital communication as pattern of innovation and 

globalization of the participation;  

The aims of the project 
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- use English in different types of activities, improving the communicative 

aspect;  

- developing students' and teachers' creativity;  

- improve students' interest in the culture of other countries; 

- undertaking different types of creative activities. 

 

On the ground, it tries to 

 

▪ ensuring good cultural levels for their young people 

▪ provide basic skills needed to actively and responsibly address a role in 

the social and economic context 

▪ have active and responsible citizens 

▪ prevent situations of social distress, marginalization, deviance 

▪ strengthen a sense of belonging to one's community. 
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• COMUNICATION IN THE MOTHER TONGUE AND IN FOREIGN 

LANGUAGES: posters, stories about bullying, an e-book, a theatrical 

performance, comics, leaflets, a public conference, a public presentation, a 

website. 

o To communicate both orally and in writing in a variety of 

situations and to monitor and adapt the communication to the 

requirements of the situation 

o To increase the appreciation of cultural diversity, interest and 

curiosity languages and intercultural communication 

 

• CULTURAL AWARENESS AND EXPRESSION: a theatrical performance, 

scenarios and costumes, comics, leaflets. 

o To appreciate the creative expression of ideas, experiences 

and emotions including performing arts and the visual arts 

o To use knowledges and skills about the visual language to 

produce different types of visual texts and to rework by 

creative way the pictures with many materials, techniques and 

instruments 

 

• DIGITAL COMPETENCE: an e-book, comics, leaflets, a website. 

o To know the nature, role and opportunities of ICT in everyday 

contexts and the main computer applications 

o To understand the opportunities and potential risks of the internet 

and communication via electronic media (email, network tools), 

to create a responsible use of the interactive media 

Competences and outcomes  
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o To be able use ICT to support critical thinking, creativity and 

innovation and to engage in communities and networks for 

cultural, social purposes 

 

• MATHEMATICAL COMPETENCE: data analysis of the satisfaction 

questionnaires. 

o To use mathematical models and presentation (for example 

graphs) to analyse and interpret data developing inferences and 

thinking on the same students 

 

• SOCIAL AND CIVIC COMPETENCES: 

o To understand the codes of conduct and manners generally 

accepted in different societies and environments, the 

multicultural dimensions of European societies and how national 

cultural identity interacts with European identity 

o To create confidence and to feel empathy, to value diversity and 

respect others, to overcome prejudices 

 

• LEARNING TO LEARN: 

o To know and understand preferred learning strategies 

o To be able to dedicate time to learning autonomously, to work 

collaboratively as a part of learning process 

o To be able to evaluate own work and to build on prior learning 

and life experiences to use and apply knowledges and skills in 

a variety of contexts 
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The recipients were: 

- pupils of the schools involved in the project: they have had a real exchange 

by peer group (peer education). There were two target groups: those that took 

part in learning activities during short-term exchanges and those who stayed at 

home. The first group were involved in the different activities and have been 

subdivided in heterogeneous groups by age, origin, knowledges, abilities and 

competences. Students aged 9 – 13/14 years had the opportunity to examine 

their own emotions or feelings and those of others. The choice of work with 

mixed groups of students gave a more likely environment to social learning and 

encouraged the interaction between different ages of pupils in different 

activities. Younger pupils were benefited from observing behaviour and imitating 

older children with more skills, and older students took an active part in school 

activities to engage younger people by taking on the role leadership of the group. 

This context created a collaborative atmosphere and allowed all children to grow 

up and have emotional stability. The second group also participated in the 

project with the same activities carried out during the mobility lessons of the 

participants. In this way, in both groups there was an opportunity to acquire the 

same virtuous knowledge, skills and styles of behaviour. Pupils who participated 

in mobility communicated the material to their schoolmates and they shared 

their experiences. They have experienced a new experience by entering in a 

relationship with each other in an authentic, different way, have done new and 

different activities with their peers, have been the protagonists, have understood 

the various facets of bullying and related emotions, have researched, realized, 

recited and experimented with concrete solutions to defeat bullying, have 

developed language (mother language, foreign languages), arts, cross curricular 

The participants  
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and social sciences skills, have explored different means of expression (painting, 

photography, theatre), have taken part in the cultural/historical visits which 

stimulated their curiosity and interest in culture and heritage of other nations, 

developed their ICT competences, have shared their new ideas and knowledge 

with their families and with their peers; 

- teachers of participating classes; they compared and shared experiences and 

skills with colleagues by developing professionalism, increasing skills and 

resources. They prepared the pupils by setting up specific paths for the 

acquisition of Knowledges and skills, supported and guided them during the 

course of the activities. 

- families of students of the classes involved; they were involved in a growth 

path sharing parental problems by constructive comparisons with similar 

situations. The consequences have been the reassessment of anxiety, the 

feelings of inadequacy reduction and consequently this encouraged generational 

meeting. Families have been informed and trained about characteristic aspects 

of bullying, opportunities and risks of electronic communication and parental 

responsibility. They contributed to the project by being collaborative in 

welcoming children during their mobilities. 

- local community, represented by municipality and local organizations 

(experts and law enforcement agencies like police and carabinieri), contributed 

to the project by providing materials and spaces for events, conferences, courses 

for parents and people formation. 

- press has given to this event yet more importance and diffusion into a 

population, especially among   younger generations. It helped us to show our 

international collaboration, the project results to increase awareness of the 

existence of this problem and the methods of solving it.   
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Teachers have carried out new and different activities. 

They managed this reality by implementing empowering behaviour of pupils 

who took on the responsibility of following the project's activities more aware 

of their own learning path.  

There was a starting moment by identification of some problematic situations 

(research, observation, discussion), realization of artistic/literary works to 

stimulate reflection (problem solving). Subsequently, guided by the teachers, 

the pupils worked in groups (cooperative learning).  

They worked in different groups by age, knowledge and skills, thus having 

the opportunity to examine their own feelings or emotions.  By doing this, 

learners were given a more likely social learning environment and encouraged 

interaction between different age groups in different disciplines. Younger 

people benefited from observing and mimicking the behaviour of older adults 

with greater knowledge and skills, thus increasing their own, while the older 

ones had an active part in involving the younger and older children in school 

activities, playing a leadership role in the group in a climate of collaboration 

(peer tutoring, group work). 

The project realized a formative path about bullying problem in its manifold 

aspects, increasing the knowledges and directing them to the scholastic 

environment. The activities were based on non-violence education:  

- exploration and observation  

- description 

- telling 

Methodology 
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- playing to build new contexts of human society utilising the "peer 

education” 

- using the dialogue to solve conflict situations. 
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Bullying is a psychological or physical oppression repeated and continued over 

time intentionally perpetuated by one person, or by several people, towards 

another in order to bully and cause harm. 

Bullying occurs, in most cases, in the presence of someone observing the actions 

of physical or psychological violence.  

Pupils, in the beginning, had a partial view of the phenomenon as it is considered 

fundamentally in its direct and physical form (declined in the actions of beating, 

pushing, kicking, throwing on the ground, ruining personal items), 

underestimating, on the other hand, indirect and verbal forms, such as exclusion 

from the group, slander, mockery, etc. 

In addition, the attention of the students has always been to the bully and later 

to the victim, while there was almost no awareness of a third "actor" of bullying: 

the spectators. 

Those who observe bullying, on the other hand, take on the role of real driver 

of the change of bullying situations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What the pupils know about bullying 
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The activities carried out with the pupils were all characterized by the 

“aspect" of the experience " and "of doing" in the first person. We tried 

to focus on the involvement of students with the aim of favouring in the 

child and in the boy to be in a group, to trust the other, to enter in 

communication with the group. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 1. POSTERS 

• Posters. Students and teachers worked in groups to produce three 

posters with different graphic-painting techniques. 

Before they discussed and worked about different types of bullying using 

a variety of sources (video, internet, magazines) to search information, 

after they collected and selected materials using the bullying words to 

create word cloud and conceptual maps.  

The posters are presented and discussed. These materials have been used 

to create instruments that build knowledge in different target-groups. 

• Presentations by ppt and videos. Each team presented themselves, 

their schools, town and country.   

 

• A website. Teachers and students designed a website to insert the 

produced materials and to inform and help about bullying 

(htpps://yestofriendship.wordpress.com). 

 

• A song. The teachers composed the song “Yes to friendship!” and the 

pupils sang it to make a video that was placed on the website and on 

YouTube (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t31ueHxzFA). 

 

 

What was done 

together 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3t31ueHxzFA
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ACTIVITY 2. STORIES 

• Workshops. Some videos from YouTube with bullying cases were 

presented: they project them and they had a debate on them. 

The aim of the workshop was to provide information on the phenomenon 

of bullying so that reflection was stimulated and schoolchildren reached an 

awareness that helps prevent bullying and respond appropriately.  

• Bullying stories. Students and teachers worked in groups to write some 

stories about bullying that they then published on an e-Book by inserting 

it on the website. 

They wrote 4 stories (A, B, C, D) about bullying. Each of the four groups 

wrote a part of every stories and was be involved in all. 

Working plan:  

- start: A B C D   

- development: D A B C 

- happy ending: C D A B 

- unhappy ending: B C D A 

- pictures or comics and title: A B C D  

The products are shared ad commented by partners. 

 

• An e-book. All the part of stories pieced together have been published on 

an e-book, put in the website, and the latter was used to teach in the 

schools and to promote the children discussion about the bullying problem. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 3. A THEATRICAL PERFORMANCE 

• A bullying script. Students and teachers, taking inspiration from the 

stories about bullying written during the previous mobility in Portugal, 

have written four of new ones to be included in a theatrical performance 

of which were the protagonists.  

 

• A theatrical performance. They played a performance for some classes 

of the school, their family members, some teachers and the principal and 

was presented to the school community. The boys have learned from an 

actor and artistic director acting techniques to make the best of the scenes. 
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• A video of the performance for use in school teaching. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 4. COMICS 

• Students and teachers strengthened their knowledge of the problem of 

bullying (school bullying, behaviour and consequences), selected 

information and, divided into 4 groups, written four script/draft for the 

cartoon/comic stories after learning the basics of working with digital 

comics. The pupils produced comics using TOONDOO (a digital tool). The 

students were organized in groups and teachers helped them to make the 

comics based on different bullying situation. 

 

• A small guide of didactic digital comics: to teach kids a simple method 

to work with comics and how to use the digital tool TOONDOO. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 5. LEAFLETS 

• A SIMPLE GUIDE How to Create a Trifold Brochure in Publisher. 

This teacher product consists of a set of materials, information and 

instruction for kids. A simple method to use the word or publisher digital 

program to prepare leaflets about bullying.  

During Italian mobility the children worked in heterogeneous groups and 

they used computer classroom 3.0. 

The aims are to raise awareness among young people on the 

bullying/cyberbullying, their consequences and how to avoid them with a 

new form of work. 

• Leaflets. The delegations of students and teachers from the partner 

countries produced four leaflets with slogans in which have been 

inserted photographs of the scenarios taken during the previous stages of 

the project. They contained information on typical aspects of bullying and 

methods of contrast.  

The children, divided into heterogeneous groups by age and origin, 

reinforcing their knowledge on the problem of bullying, have selected the 

information (also consulting websites) go to make them. 

They started working and created a draft of the leaflets with slogans. The 

teachers helped them to organize the ideas and to structure the draft. The 
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students wrote the digital leaflet using word or publisher digital program 

guide and the ITC teacher helped them to use it. 

 

They were then used for an awareness campaign aimed at families, other 

students and teachers not directly involved in the project. 

 

• A public conference about “Bullying: characteristic aspects, 

opportunities and risks of electronic communication and parental 

responsibility” with Gianluca Gini, a professor of the Padua University, 

expert in Developmental and Socialization Psychology for teachers and 

students with families, involved in the project, teachers, young people of 

Porto Viro and the other schools, bodies and press. 

 

• A presentation to the families and the community of the contents of the 

project to which teachers and students worked in the previous two years 

and of the products made during all mobilities. Were also distributed the 

newly made leaflets and other information material (booklets, posters ...), 

the result of the activities of the project to the people present. 

 

• A methodological guide for an educational project. With this guide, 

the teachers wanted to give other educational institutions and their 

educators an overview of the activities carried out in the school through 

international collaboration of teachers, headmasters, students and 

families. The project is a way of thinking that allows those who work there 

to change the path of management by seizing stimuli and ideas that come 

from the direct recipients of the actions. It's about new forms of work with 

bullies. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 6. BULLYING SCENARIOS 

During some mobility students have prepared the different bullying 

scenarios that were photographed for the leaflets that were produced in 

the last mobility of this project.  

During guided tours, they took pictures for the leaflets, showing bullying 

scenarios in typical places and attractive buildings they visited. 
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This project has been used as a teaching and growth tool within our schools, so 

the experiences and skills developed have been quite diverse and successful. 

 

We highlight the following aspects: 

- conducting research on bullying (theoretical information, studies, reports, 

films or documentaries) to be used with students 

- using of the short stories written on the mobility in Portugal for exploration 

in English classes; 

- translation of these short stories into national languages for a bilingual 

book with all these short stories, so that it can be used also with the 

younger students (from 6 to 10 years old); 

- several workshops conducted by the students participating in the project 

to show to their colleagues of several classes of the school the work that 

has been done, alerting them to the problem of bullying; 

- dissemination on the school's website of all materials produced during the 

mobilities, so that all teachers and students of the school can access them, 

using them in their classes; 

- workshops with the forces of authority on the various types of bullying, 

their dangers and ways of acting 

- expert interventions at school to shed light on stereotypes and standard 

models regarding bullying by reflecting together with pupils on the 

consequences of the proposed solutions in terms of functionality and 

activated emotions and accompanying the group to interpret solutions by 

leveraging particularly the role of the spectators, the inclusion of the victim 

and the strength of the group. 

Experiences in our schools and its impacts 
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• Have experienced a new experience by entering in a relationship with each 

other in an authentic, different way 

 

• Have done new and different activities with their peers 

 

• Have been the protagonists   

 

• Have understood the various facets of bullying and related emotions 

 

• Have researched, realized, recited and experimented with concrete solutions 

to defeat bullying 

 

• Have developed language (mother language, foreign languages), arts, cross 

curricular and social sciences skills 

 

• Explored different means of expression: painting, photography, theatre 

 

• Took part in the cultural/historical visits which stimulated their curiosity and 

interest in culture and heritage of other nations 

 

• Developed their ICT competences 

 

• Shared their new ideas and knowledge with their families and with their 

peers; and their families shared their experiences with the local community 

 

• Have continued to maintain contact, exchanging letters with the intention of 

continuing relations in the future, considering the experience so beautiful and 

unforgettable to be repeated 

 

What's left for the students of the experience 
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The international working group periodically monitored and evaluated them 

through shared survey tools.  

The project monitored pupils, teachers and parents. It was held in the following 

fields: language and digital skills, cultural and social competences. The control 

over the implementation of the project's current activities was carried out by the 

coordinators of each partner school and the other teachers involved in the 

project. We used instruments such as group discussion, tests, reports, 

satisfaction questionnaires. During the project, the identification of any obstacles 

that could inhibit the development of the project itself and of areas that could 

be improved or changed were continually evaluated during the meetings and 

through constant contact among partners. Each project meeting was monitored 

and the results analyzed in order to make the necessary changes or 

improvements. 

Evaluation surveys constructed together taking in account the evaluation plans 

provided by each partner school in accordance with national guidelines. The 

evaluations on the road have led to a change in the path to adapt it to the new 

needs that have been created. For example, by referring to the withdrawal of 

Greece which led to the review of the number of stories for the e-book from 5 

to 4 and the creation of 4 anti-bullying leaflets instead of one to provide different 

information on the typical aspects of the phenomenon. 

The different activities ensured all participants to build diverse individual 

competences necessary for personal fulfilment and development, active 

citizenship, social inclusion and to equip them for adult life. Some competences 

(communication in the mother tongue and in foreign language, ICT) have been 

an essential foundation for learning and learning to learn supports all learning 

Monitoring and evaluation 
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activities. Competences acquisition of learners was carried by assessment of 

results in the outcomes.  

 

Process and results documentation 

The Learning/Teaching/Training Activities were evaluated through reports while 

the evaluation in their respective classes was assigned to the teachers who keep 

the lessons by quiz or test. 

To check the pro social behaviours increase and the conflictual events decrease 

we used 

➢ questionnaires to pupils, teachers, parents  

 

➢ observation grids of pupils' behaviour in situation  

 

➢ ratings on the go 

 

➢ conclusive reports 

 

➢ evaluation of the collected data and comparison with the initial data 

and the self – assessment of students. 

 

Informal assessment for older children 

For older pupils, along with the formal assessment, an informal evaluation was 

possible according to the following aspects: - improvement in language use; - 

improvement in their knowledge of English language; - dissemination through 

oral exposures by pupils who participated in mobilities to schoolmates of the 

materials made during the mobilities. 
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TEST – QUESTIONNAIRE WITH STRUCTURED QUESTIONS AS A 

VERIFICATION OF THE PATH TAKEN TO BE COMPLETED AT THE END OF 

EACH YEAR. 

QUESTIONNAIRE – BULLYING 

 MALE   FEMALE      AGE ______ 

READ THE SENTENCES AND MARK TRUE OR FALSE. 

1. Bullying is when a person is picked on by an individual   TRUE  FALSE 

or group of people. 

2. Cyber-bullies send people nasty texts, emails or write   

horrible things on an Internet blog.     TRUE  FALSE 

3. The best way to defeat bullying is to beat the bully.  TRUE  FALSE 

4. Boys who are bullies come from poor or problematic  

families.         TRUE  FALSE 

5. Girls also perform acts of bullying.     TRUE   FALSE 

6. Bullying helps to become strong.     TRUE  FALSE 

7. When you are undergoing an act of bullying, you  

have to talk about it with teachers and parents.   TRUE  FALSE  

8. Anyone who reports to the teacher acts of bullying  

seen or incurred is a spy.       TRUE  FALSE 

9. Those who complain that they have been bullied  

are weak.         TRUE  FALSE 

10. Bullies are strong boys who enforce themselves.   TRUE  FALSE 

11.  Those who undergo bullying have in some way  

provoked the aggressor.       TRUE  FALSE 
 

READ THE FOLLOWING SITUATIONS IN SCHOOL AND FOR EACH ANSWER JOKE OR 
BULLYING. 

12. Classmates tease Susan continually for how she  

dresses.         JOKE       BULLYING 

Materials for evaluation and monitoring 
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13.  Simon prevents Sarah from playing with other 

children.         JOKE       BULLYING 

14.  Classmates tease Mark because his father lost 

his job.         JOKE       BULLYING 

15.  Mary keeps repeating before everyone that Helen  

stinks and should wash herself.     JOKE       BULLYING 

  ____ /15 
 

Questionnaire results (average) – bullying  

   

Country / school / class: … 

  

Number of students for each country / school / class that answered the 1st 

questionnaire: … students  

 

Questionnaire 

 

Question Correct answers 

 

  

1    

2    

3    

4    

5    

6    

7    

8     

9     

10     

11     

12     

13     

14     

15     
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Verification of THE BULLYING PROJECT  

The verification took place through the observation of behaviors in situation, 

on several occasions and activities.  

During cooperative learning activities, the following grid was used. 

DIMENSIONS/levels Advanced Intermediate          Basic     Initial  
Ability to understand the 
need of others 

 

Spontaneously he/she 

offers his own 

If urged, he/she 

willingly offers his 

help 

He/she only helps the 

companion if urged by 

the teacher 

Even if he urged 

hi/she struggles to 

help his companion 

 

Ability to accept all 
teammates serenely in 
different situations 

 

He/she scoffs at all 

the companions 

spontaneously 

If solicited, he/she 

accepts all companions 

If urged he/she 

accepts companions 

He/she is very 

selective 

Ability to interact in the 
group 

 

He/she participates 

by bringing her own 

contribution 

He/she participates 

assuming a gregarious 

role 

If interested he/she 

participates taking on 

a gregarious role 

He/she takes a 

passive attitude, 

he/she's an 

element of noise 

 

Ability to listen to the 
ideas of others by not 
imposing their own 

 

He/she always Knows 

to listen without 

interrupting and 

without imposing 

himself 

He/she knows how to 

listen even if, 

sometimes, he/she 

tends to impose his 

own ideas 

 

He/she knows how to 

listen but he/she 

doesn't share ideas 

 

He/she does not 

listen to the ideas 

of others if they 

are different from 

their own 

 

Ability to accept the 
predetermined role and 
rules 

 

He/she always 

serenely accepts her 

role and the rules 

 

He/she almost always 

accepts serenely her 

role and the rules 

 

He/she doesn't 

always accept the 

rules and the role 

 

He/she is 

argumentative 

about the rules and 

the role 
 

Ability to handle conflicts He/she always knows 

how to overcome one's 

point of view and 

considers that of 

others 

 

He/she knows how to 

overcome her point of 

view often and 

considers that of 

others 

 

He/she seeks and/or 

accepts the mediation 

of an adult 

 

He/she deals with 

conflicts 

aggressively 
 

 

During less structured activities, the ability to respect companions, adults and 

environments was observed. 

In addition, the ability to take responsibility for one's own behaviour was also 

observed. 
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“BULLYING: I DON’T STAY! YES, TO FRIENDSHIP.”   

Meeting/Project Evaluation 

Questionnaire for Parents/Families  

  

Please evaluate the following statements using the scale: 1 = Weak; 2 = 

Unsatisfactory; 3 = Satisfactory; 4 = Good; 5 = Very Good. 

 

 THE MEETING OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED?  

 

  

1. MEETING 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

The Meeting was relevant for my son/daughter      

The Meeting was important for his/her personal 

development 

     

The Meeting activities were interesting and 

instructive 

     

  

2. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Statements: The mobility allowed… 1 2 3 4 5 

… the awareness of the European historical and 

cultural patrimony 

     

… the promotion of the European dimension      

YES NO 

 

 

S 
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… the increase of the respect for other cultures and 

ways of life 

     

… the acquisition of linguistic competences and ICT 

skills 

      

… the knowledge of  the tradition and the culture of 

the host country 

     

… the knowledge of the daily life in the host country 

 

    

  

3. GLOBAL APRECIATION 

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

Global satisfaction with the participation in the 

meeting of my son/daughter 
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Meeting/Project Evaluation 

Questionnaire for Students  

  

Please evaluate the following statements using the scale: 1 = Weak; 2 = 

Unsatisfactory; 3 = Satisfactory; 4 = Good; 5 = Very Good. 

  

 THE MEETING OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED?  

 

 

1. MEETING 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

The Meeting was relevant for my school      

The Meeting was important for my personal 

development 

     

The Meeting activities were interesting and 

instructive 

     

  

2. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Statements: The mobility allowed… 1 2 3 4 5 

… the awareness of the European historical and 

cultural patrimony 

     

… the promotion of the European dimension      

YES NO 

 

 

S 
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… the increase of the respect for other cultures and 

ways of life 

     

… the acquisition of linguistic competences and ICT 

skills 

     

… the knowledge of the tradition and the culture of 

the host country 

     

… the knowledge of the daily life in the host country      

  

3. GLOBAL APRECIATION 

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

Global satisfaction with the participation in the 

mobility 
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Meeting Evaluation 

Questionnaire for Teachers 

  

Please evaluate the following statements using the scale: 1 = Weak; 2 = 

Unsatisfactory; 3 = Satisfactory; 4 = Good; 5 = Very Good. 

  

 THE MEETING OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED?  

 

1. PARTICIPATION IN THE MOBILITY 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

The participation in this mobility was relevant for my 

school 

     

The participation in the mobility was important for 

my development 

     

  

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE MOBILITY 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

The mobility was well organized by the host country      

All the activities were made with high level of 

success 

     

  

 

3. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

YES NO 

 

 

S 
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Statements: The mobility allowed… 1 2 3 4 5 

… the increase of learning motivation of the 

participants 

     

… the development of the linguistic competences 

and ITC skills of the participants 

     

… the promotion of the European dimension of the 

participants 

     

… the development the respect for other people and 

cultures 

     

  

4. GLOBAL APRECIATION 

Statement 1 2 3 4 5 

Global satisfaction with the participation in the 

mobility 
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Final Project Evaluation 

 Questionnaire for Teachers  

  

Please evaluate the following statements using the scale: 1 = Weak; 2 = 

Unsatisfactory; 3 = Satisfactory; 4 = Good; 5 = Very Good. 

  

 THE PROJECT OBJECTIVES WERE REACHED?  

 

PROJECT 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

The Project was relevant for my school      

The Project was important for my personal 

development 

     

The Project final products were made with high level 

of success 

     

  

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Statements: The Project allowed… 1 2 3 4 5 

… the awareness of the European  historical and 

cultural patrimony 

     

… the promotion of the European dimension      

YES NO 

 

 

S 
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… the acquisition of linguistic competences and ICT 

skills 

     

… the acquisition of  virtuous behaviour  styles 

 

    

 

ORGANIZATION 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

Management and coordination of the Project      

Effectiveness of communication between partners 

and the exchange of information and materials  

     

  

RESULTS 

Statements 1 2 3 4 5 

The quality of the final products      
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The project must be recognised as an added value  

- for the school 

 

- for the personal and professional development of teachers 

 

- for teachers and learners who have acquired a greater awareness of the 

European dimension, discovered different cultures and learned to 

appreciate its differences; improved in language use, improved in their 

knowledge of English language 

 

- but it certainly helped to create a greater awareness among children about 

their behaviours and their possible consequences. 

 

In particular: 

during less structured activities, the ability to respect companions, adults and 

environments was observed. In addition, the ability to take responsibility for 

one's own behaviour was also observed 

from the observations made we can say that, through the activities carried out, 

awareness of one's actions has improved, empathic capacity has increased and 

as a result social relationship within the class have improved 

with regard the use of new technologies in communication, the activities had a 

high degree of liking and involvement on the part of all pupils. During role play 

they have shown to understand the risks of misuse of tools. 

Conclusions 
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Some pictures 
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BULLYING 

 

Bullying is a psychological or physical oppression repeated and continued over 

time intentionally perpetuated by one person, or by several people, towards 

another in order to bully and cause harm. 

Bullying occurs, in most cases, in the presence of someone observing the actions 

of physical or psychological violence. 

 

 
 

How does it characterize? 
 

• It is intentional: it results in aggressive acts intended to intentionally harm. 

Bullying cannot be understood as behaviour due to the student's impetuosity 

and impulsiveness.   

• It is repetitive: bullying is a long-lasting behaviour, it does not end in a single 

act of violence that appeared during a state of anger or conflict. 

• It is organized: bullying is an active behaviour planned by the one who does 

it. The bully designs his action in order to maximize the damage in the victim 

and minimize the risk of punishment of the adult. 

• It is a fact of relationship: bullying arises in a relationship in which roles 

appear rigid and unchangeable. The bully is always a bully and the victim is 

always the victim: the roles cannot be reversed. 

• It is a cause of security: bullying brings fear not only to the victim but also 

to the perception of the school context as an unsafe place and guarantor of 

personal protection. 

 

 

Appendage 
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In bullying are involved:  

bully, bully's helpers, victim or victims, spectators who witness the events of 

violence. 

Bullying always takes place in the presence of other companions who can take 

different behaviours: ignore, oppose, laugh or support violence. 

 
 

What forms does bullying have? 

 
1. Direct: such as beating, pushing, appropriating objects, ruining objects, 

offending, insulting, mocking 

 

2. Indirect – manipulative: actively manipulate friendships, condemn the 

victim to a state of isolation, slander, exclude the victim from the group. 
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